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About Us
Packaging and information needs of a product are longing for more improved custom
designs in this new age. Labels are actively considered for plenty of products such as
foods, automotive, pharmaceuticals and others because they aid in meeting challenges of
product performance. When it comes to improving performance of products, labels can
do magic. Knowing this fact, Trridev Labelss MFG Company, has come to support as a
labels manufacturer, exporter and trader. Ours is a prestigious ﬁrm in the labels industry
that can manufacture custom labels for several businesses.
At our manufacturing company, we believe in adding boost to customers businesses by
printing impeccable quality of labels. Our dedication to respond needs of customers has
only grown since our business inception. We have been doing immense work to make sure
label requirements of customers are incredibly met. Our company renders Smartphone
Camera Labels, Wipes Labels, Tyre Labels and many others as per speciﬁed needs of
clients. We, as a globally renowned company, offer services like Label Printer Services to
customers.
Trridev Labelss MFG Company, a manufacturer and trader is engaged in providing labels
of high class quality. We have emerged as the choicest company that meets requirements
for high-performing labels. Our Chennai based company has manufactured superior line
of labels by using high-grade raw inputs. Our labels are strong, attractive and informative.
We can produce labels of different types to suit requirements of our customers. The range
served from our end includes Direct Thermal Labels, Pharmacuetical Drop Labels, etc.

Our Capabilities/Why Choose Us
Following are certain capabilities that makes us an ideal partner to customers for the
purpose of printing custom labels and similar activities:
 Our Reliable team ensures to approach undertaken orders with aim to provide
consistent quality along with right ﬁnish.
 Our Dedicated ﬁrm ensures to provide impeccable solutions for customers demands.
 Our trusted entity meet innovative needs for Tyre Labels, Smartphone Camera Labels,
etc.
 Our Competitive ﬁrm offers ﬁrst-class services and products to achieve lifelong
customer support.

Our Products

PU Dome Labels

Destructible Tracking
Labels

Printed Destructible Label

Mobile Phone Camera Tamper
Evident Labels

Blue Camera Labels

Blue Void Labels

Wire Identiﬁcation Printed
Labels

Cable Identiﬁcation
Labels

IPA Drum Labels

Industrial Drum Labels

Tyre Printed Label

Automotive Tyre Label

Polyimide PCB Labels

Automotive Printed
Labels

Automotive OEM Labels

Wet Wiper Labels

UV Ink Labels

Pharmacuetical Drop
Labels

Contact Us
Building no - 4/301,Rajiv Gandhi Salai (OMR),
Kottivakkam, Opp Wave Showroom, HCL Building,
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